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 A unique and quality Central & West Africa's regional airline…..

Fly Punto Azul is a regional airline based in Equatorial Guinea with its headquarters in Malabo and its 
operating base is Malabo International Airport. While the airline operates scheduled flights, it also 
specializes in private charters especially for the oil and gas sector in Equatorial Guinea and its environs.

With ambitious plans to meet your regional air travel needs within Central and West Africa, the airline was 
established with international standards of safety, quality, security and reliability at the core of our business. 

These standards reflect in our core DNA as clearly defined in our vision and mission statements. 

Our vision: “To be a unique regional African airline, in terms of safety, quality and reliability by focusing on 
the service excellence and personalized attention for each of our guests”.

Our Mission: “To continuously meet and surpass global safety and quality standards, to be reliable and 
service oriented and to be recognized as such by our guests, to be professionally and uncompromisingly 
ethical in our organization’s operations and procedures”.

The Fly Punto Azul Brand and Core Values: - 

The Fly Punto Azul brand is synonymous with “on point” or “precision” in our actions as far as safety, 
reliability, efficiency and service delivery is concerned. Every customer, employee and partner is a valuable 
guest to us and we purpose it to be precise with; 

    Safety -Rigorous adherences to global standards of safety to ensure air travel that is both safe, as well 
as comfortable.

    Passion for what we do -Work is delivered with enthusiasm and a desire for excellent performance and 



action. Passion applies to lively or eager interest in or admiration for the “Express way”. Success is 
rewarded, recognized and celebrated in a fun and exciting manner as a norm in our everyday interaction.

    Adherence to Service -Meeting - and exceeding - customer and employee expectations through caring 
and ensuring high standards of service excellence.

    Accountability and Integrity -The viability of our business hinges on taking ownership of both 
responsibility and follow-through, with an unquestionable commitment to only the highest ethical and 
professional standards.

 

Para más detalles, visite la pagina https://www.empresasguinea.com/detail/fly-punto-azul-malabo-249


